1. I _______ to be picking Tom up at the station but I've lost my keys.
   A) am supposed
   B) am requested
   C) am intended
   D) am obliged

2. How about going to Colours nightclub? There's no _______ I'm going there. It's awful!
   A) hope
   B) way
   C) time
   D) opportunity

3. By the age of 18, I _______ not to go to university.
   A) had decided
   B) decided
   C) have decided
   D) was deciding

4. I'm afraid your car _______ repaired before next week.
   A) hasn't been
   B) wasn't
   C) wouldn't be
   D) can't be

5. The amount of organically grown food on sale has _______ enormously in recent years.
   A) raised
   B) lifted
   C) increased
   D) built

6. Can you believe it? A woman has been _______ for hacking into the computer of her online virtual husband.
   A) accused
   B) suspended
   C) arrested
   D) suspected

7. You may borrow my laptop _______ you promise to look after it.
   A) unless
   B) in case
   C) as long as
   D) although

8. It's a huge painting. It _______ taken ages to complete.
   A) must have
   B) can't have
   C) should have
   D) won't have

9. Pierre tends to put _______ dealing with problems, rather than dealing with them immediately.
   A) down
   B) off
   C) over
   D) away

10. If the taxi hadn't stopped for us, we _______ standing in the rain.
    A) were still
    B) would still be
    C) are still
    D) will still be
11. My mother’s Italian, so ______ the language has been quite easy for me.

A) to learn  
B) learn  
C) having learned  
D) learning

12. ______ I had the talent, I still wouldn’t want to be a movie star.

A) In case  
B) Even if  
C) Provided that  
D) However much

13. The factory workers threatened ______ on strike if they didn’t get a pay rise.

A) going  
B) to go  
C) that they go  
D) to have gone

14. I was about to go to sleep when it ______ to me where the missing keys might be.

A) remembered  
B) happened  
C) appeared  
D) occurred

15. There’s going to be a new department at work. They’ve asked me to ______ it up.

A) take  
B) set  
C) put  
D) bring

16. If the film is a ______ success, the director will get most of the credit.

A) big  
B) high  
C) large  
D) good

17. By the end of today’s seminar I will ______ to each of you individually.

A) speak  
B) have spoken  
C) be speaking  
D) have been speaking

18. This is a photo of my little sister ______ ice cream on the beach.

A) eat  
B) eating  
C) was eating  
D) having eaten
19. Our students take their responsibilities very ________.
   A) considerably
   B) thoroughly
   C) seriously
   D) strongly

20. Piawas _____ delighted with the birthday present.
   A) very
   B) completely
   C) fairly
   D) absolutely
Answer Key:

1: A  
2: B  
3: A  
4: D  
5: C  
6: C  
7: C  
8: A  
9: B  
10: B  
11: D  
12: B  
13: B  
14: D  
15: B  
16: A  
17: B  
18: B  
19: C  
20: D